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Abstract (250 words) 35
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG) are two 36 noninvasive methods commonly used to study neural mechanisms supporting visual attention in 37 humans. Studies using these tools, which have complementary spatial and temporal resolutions, 38 implicitly assume they index similar underlying neural modulations related to external stimulus 39 and internal attentional manipulations. Accordingly, they are often used interchangeably for 40 constraining understanding about the impact of bottom-up and top-down factors on neural 41 modulations. To test this core assumption, we simultaneously manipulated bottom-up sensory 42 inputs by varying stimulus contrast and top-down cognitive modulations by changing the focus 43 of spatial attention. Each of the male and female subjects participated in both fMRI and EEG 44 sessions performing the same experimental paradigm. We found categorically different patterns 45 of attentional modulation on fMRI activity in early visual cortex and early stimulus-evoked 46 potentials measured via EEG (e.g., the P1 component and steady-state visually-evoked 47 potentials): fMRI activation scaled additively with attention, while evoked EEG components 48 scaled multiplicatively with attention. However, across longer time scales, a contralateral 49 negative-going potential and oscillatory EEG signals in the alpha band revealed additive 50 attentional modulation patterns like those observed with fMRI. These results challenge prior 51 assumptions that fMRI and early stimulus-evoked potentials measured with EEG can be 52 interchangeably used to index the same neural mechanisms of attentional modulations at 53 different spatiotemporal scales. Instead, fMRI measures of attentional modulations are more 54 closely linked with later EEG components and alpha-band oscillations. Considered together, 55
hemodynamic and electrophysiological signals can jointly constrain understanding of the neural 56 mechanisms supporting cognition. 57 58
Significance Statement (120) 59 fMRI and EEG have been used as tools to measure the location and timing of attentional 60 modulations in visual cortex and are often used interchangeably for constraining computational 61 models under the assumption that they index similar underlying neural processes. However, by 62 varying attentional and stimulus parameters, we found differential patterns of attentional 63 modulations of fMRI activity in early visual cortex and commonly used stimulus-evoked 64 potentials measured via EEG. Instead, across longer time scales, a contralateral negative-going 65 potential and EEG oscillations in the alpha band exhibited attentional modulations similar to 66 those observed with fMRI. Together, these results suggest that different physiological processes 67 assayed by these complementary techniques must be jointly considered when making inferences 68 about the neural underpinnings of cognitive operations. 69 70
Introduction (645) 71
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG) are 72 commonly employed as complementary methods to study the neural mechanisms that support 73 human visual attention. fMRI and EEG are different assays of neural activity, with fMRI 74 measuring changes in blood volume and the ratio of oxygenated to deoxygenated hemoglobin 75 (Logothetis et al., 2001; Logothetis, 2002 Logothetis, , 2008 and EEG measuring electrical potentials on the 76 scalp generated by coherent activity in large populations of cortical neurons (Luck, 2012 ; Lopes 77 da Silva, 2013). Implicit in many studies is the assumption that attentional modulations of early 78 sensory responses measured using fMRI and EEG reflect the same underlying changes in neural 79 activity at different spatial and temporal resolutions. For example, there is a long tradition of 80 using both fMRI and EEG to assess attention-induced gain amplification of early sensory signals, 81 with the former measure used for fine-grained spatial localization and the latter for tracking the 82 precise timing of attention-related modulations ( 2012; Itthipuripat et al., 2014a Itthipuripat et al., , 2014b Itthipuripat et al., , 2017 Itthipuripat et al., , 2018 . While these different types of attention 101 effects could be due to differences in task designs, stimulus properties, recording sites, training 102 duration, cognitive demand and subjects' attentional strategy and expertise (Reynolds and  103 Heeger divergence is the neural response properties to which each measurement is most sensitive 106 (Boynton, 2011; Itthipuripat and Serences, 2016) . 107 108
Here, we directly evaluated the extent to which results from different measurement techniques 109 covary across parametric manipulations of stimulus intensity and cognitive demands, two factors 110 which are often related to changes in measured signal properties. We sought to test the 111 hypothesis that, when all sources of variability (e.g., task designs, task difficulty, and subjects) 112 are controlled for to the best extent possible, fMRI and EEG actually index similar types of 113 neural modulations across stimulus and task manipulations. Mapping out the full pattern of 114 attentional modulations across different stimulus intensity levels is critical, as measuring 115 modulations at one stimulus intensity will only index changes due to cognitive demands, and 116 using a single task condition will only index stimulus-related modulations (Hermes et al., 2017 and 70% (logarithmically-spaced). In fMRI sessions, the inter-trial interval (ITI) varied from 160 3000-7000 ms, and in EEG experiments, it varied from 1500-2000 ms. On 25% of the attend-161 stimulus trials, the stimulus contained a constant contrast increment (target trials). On 25% of the 162 attend-fixation trials, the grey fixation dot contained a constant contrast increment (target trials). 163
The contrast increment in both attend-stimulus and attend-fixation target trials appeared anytime 164 from 600 ms to 1300 ms after the stimulus onset. Subjects were instructed to press a button with 165 their right index finger as quickly and accurately as possible when they saw this contrast 166 increment. The contrast increment of the fixation dot and the contrast increment of the 167 checkerboard stimulus was separately determined for each pedestal contrast level on a block-by-168 block basis to fix the hit rate at ~75% across all stimulus and task conditions. 169 170
Each subject completed 1 fMRI session and 2 EEG sessions with each session completed on 171 different days. The fMRI experiment contained 6 blocks of trials, while the EEG experiment 172 contained 20 of blocks of trials in total. Every 2 blocks of the main task contained 96 trials in 173 total where all stimulus and attention conditions were counterbalanced: 2 attention conditions 174 (attend-stimulus/attend-fixation) × 2 stimulus location (left/right hemifield) × 6 pedestal contrast 175 × 4 repeats. The order of stimulus and attention conditions was pseudorandomized within these 176 2-block sequences. To control for any possible effects of learning that might occur across 177 sessions, 4 participants first underwent 2 EEG sessions followed by an fMRI session while the 178 other 3 participants first underwent an fMRI session followed by 2 EEG sessions. We obtained 179 fewer trials of fMRI data than EEG data because the observed fMRI signals had a relatively high 180 signal-to-noise ratio. 181 182
Before participants began the first recording session (either EEG or fMRI), they underwent a 2.5-183 hour behavioral training session on an identical task, except that there were targets on 50% of the 184 trials instead of 25%, there was no response deadline, and subjects had to answer whether each 185 trial was a target (a stimulus with a contrast increment) or a non-target trial by pressing one of 186 the two corresponding buttons on a keyboard. During this training session, the contrast 187 thresholds were estimated using a staircase procedure that was applied independently for each 188 attention condition and each pedestal contrast level. Three successive correct responses (either a 189 hit or a correct rejection) led to a 0.5% decrease in the Δc that defined the target stimulus, while 190 one incorrect response led to a 0.5% increase in Δc (either a miss or a false alarm For fMRI analyses, we extracted the signal at each voxel on each trial using a GLM framework. 266 We modeled each trial independently for the IEM mapping task and main contrast discrimination 267 task (HRF: two-gamma, time-to-peak 5 s, undershoot peak at 15 s, response undershoot ratio 6, 268 response and undershoot dispersion of 1). To extract deconvolved HRFs, we used a finite 269 impulse response model, modeling timepoints from -2 to 16 s (spanning 10 TRs). Each condition 270 (6 contrasts × 2 attention conditions × 2 positions × 2 target presence conditions) was modeled 271
together, along with 6 run-specific constant terms, resulting in a model with 246 predictors. We 272 solved this model using standard linear regression, and plotted HRFs averaged across voxels 273 within localizer-defined ROIs (after sorting trials based on the stimulus location relative to ROI 274 hemisphere; Figure 2 ). Error bars represent within-participants standard error, which we 275 computed by removing the mean across all timepoints and conditions within each participant 276 individually, then computing SEM at each timepoint within each condition. 277 278 For the stimulus localizer task, we modeled all trials using a 'left' and a 'right' regressor. For 279 univariate analyses, we extracted activation from voxels significantly activated by the localizer 280 task (q = 0.05, whole-brain FDR corrected), averaged across voxels responsive to the left or right 281 stimulus, and sorted trials by contrast and attention condition. This resulted in a range of ROI 282 sizes across participants and hemispheres (V1: 27-285 voxels; V2/V3: 7-579 voxels; hV4: 0-215 283 voxels; note for the participant with 0 voxels in one hemisphere, we only included data for which 284 the non-empty ROI was stimulated before averaging responses across trials). 285 286
For multivariate analyses, we used all voxels across both hemispheres in retinotopically-defined 287 ROIs (V1: 536-1086 voxels, V2/V3: 854-1732 voxels; hV4: 314-746 voxels). For these analyses, 288
we modeled the response of each voxel as a linear combination of a discrete set of spatial filters, 289
or 'information channels' (see Sprague et al., 2016 for a detailed description of the analysis 290 framework). We modeled channels as a rectangular grid, 9 × 5, of 1.81 full-width half-291 maximum (FWHM) round filters, spaced by 1.449 horizontally/vertically: 292
, for r < s; 0 otherwise 293
Where r is the distance from the filter center and s is a "size constant" reflecting the distance 294 from the center of each spatial filter at which the filter returns to 0. Values greater than this are 295 set to 0, resulting in a single smooth round filter at each position along the triangular grid (s = 296 4.554°). 297 298
This rectangular grid of filters forms the set of information channels and each mapping task 299 stimulus is converted from a contrast mask (1's for each pixel subtended by the stimulus, 0's 300 elsewhere) to a set of filter activation levels by taking the dot product of the vectorized stimulus 301 mask and the sensitivity profile of each filter. Once all filter activation levels are estimated, we 302 normalize so that the maximum filter activation is Where B 1 (n trials × m voxels) is the observed BOLD activation level of each voxel during the 310 spatial mapping task (beta weight estimated from single-trial GLM; low-contrast mapping runs), 311 C 1 (n trials × k channels) is the modeled response of each spatial filter, or information channel, 312 on each non-target trial of the mapping task (normalized from 0 to 1 across all channels and 313 trials), and W is a weight matrix (k channels × m voxels) quantifying the contribution of each 314 information channel to each voxel. Because we have more stimulus positions than modeled 315 information channels, we can solve for W using ordinary least-squares linear regression: 316 317
Equation 3: 318 319
This step is univariate and can be computed for each voxel in a region independently. Next, we 320 used all estimated voxel encoding models within an ROI ( ) and a novel pattern of activation 321 from the visual attention task (beta weight for each voxel estimated from single-trial GLM) to 322 compute an estimate of the activation of each channel (C 2 , n trials × k channels) which gave rise 323 to that observed activation pattern across all voxels within that ROI (B 2 , n trials × m voxels): 324 325 We implemented a coarse-to-fine fitting procedure, in which we first sampled a grid spanning 342 center position -3 to 6 (0.33 spacing) horizontally (x), -3 to 3 (0.33 spacing) vertically (y), 343
and FWHM (scaled version of s) from 0.25 to 22.25 (0.5 spacing), and fit amplitude (A) and 344 reconstruction offset (B r ) to a surface generated by the parameters at each point in the grid using 345 least-squares regression. Then, we used the best-fit seed values from this initial coarse grid, 346 defined by lowest RMSE, to seed a constrained optimization procedure to optimize for lowest 347 RMSE. The constraints on x, y, and FWHM were identical to those spanned by the grid, and 348 amplitude and baseline were additionally restricted to the range of -5:10 each. This resulted in 349 one best-fit surface, parameterized by its amplitude (A), size (σ or FWHM), and reconstruction 350 offset (B r ) for each contrast and attention condition within each ROI for every participant. As 351 described below, the amplitude parameter from this analysis was subjected to a second set of 352 analyses to infer the contrast response function of each ROI for each attention condition. 353 354
Throughout the manuscript we report results from analyses performed using data from the low-355 contrast mapping task to estimate encoding models used for reconstruction. That said, results are 356 consistent when we instead estimated encoding models using data from the high-contrast 357 mapping task (Extended Data Figure 1 We recorded EEG data at a sampling rate of 512 Hz with a 64+8 electrode Biosemi ActiveTwo 363 system (Biosemi Instrumentation), and placed two reference electrodes on the left and right 364 mastoids. We also monitored blinks and vertical eye movements with four external electrodes 365 placed above and below the eyes and horizontal eye movements with another pair of external 366 electrodes placed near the outer canthi of the left and right eyes. The data were referenced on-367 line to the CMS-DRL electrode and the data offsets in all electrodes were maintained below 20 368 μV (a standard criterion for this active electrode system). 369 370
We preprocessed and analyzed EEG data using a combination of EEGlab11.0.3.1b and custom 371 MATLAB scripts. We first re-referenced the continuous EEG data to the average of the EEG 372 recorded from two mastoid electrodes. Then, we applied 0.25 Hz high-pass and 55 Hz low-pass 373
Butterworth filters (3rd order) and segmented the data into epochs extending from -2500 ms 374 before to 2500 ms after the stimulus onset. Artifact rejection was performed off-line by 375 discarding epochs contaminated by eye blinks and vertical eye movements (more than ±80-150 376 μV deviation from zero; exact thresholds were determined on a subject-by-subject basis due to 377 differences in the amplitudes of eye blink and vertical eye movement artifacts), horizontal eye 378 movements (more than ±75 μV deviation from zero), excessive muscle activity, or drifts using 379 threshold rejection and visual inspection on trial-by-trial basis, resulting in the removal of 380 12.61% (SD = 6.63%) of trials across subjects. 381 382
To obtain steady-state visually evoked potentials (SSVEPs), Fourier coefficients were calculated 383 at 30 Hz (the second harmonic of the contrast-reversal flicker frequency of 15 Hz) and 384 surrounding frequencies over the 2-s stimulus interval (0.5-256 Hz in consecutive 0.5 Hz steps). Itthipuripat et al., 2013) . Next, we computed changes in the alpha amplitude during 423 the 2 s stimulus duration relative to the pre-cue period by subtracting out the mean alpha 424 amplitude averaged across -500-0 ms before the cue onset. Finally, we plotted post-stimulus 425 alpha amplitude as a function of stimulus contrast to obtain the neural CRFs, and we focused our 426 alpha analysis on three contralateral posterior-occipital electrodes where the reduction in alpha 427 amplitude, averaged across all contrast levels, attention, and subjects conditions, was maximal. 428 429
Quantifying contrast response functions 430
Throughout all analyses of BOLD and EEG-based CRFs, we only analyzed trials in which a 431 target stimulus (a stimulus with contrast increment) was not present. This was done in part 432 because the presence of a physical luminance change in the stimulus display on these trials does 433 not occur on non-target trials. Moreover, participants might have realized that immediately after 434 the target appeared, they could cease attending for the remainder of the trial. Finally, neural 435 signals on these trials might be corrupted by motor preparation/execution processes. To 436 minimize the unknown impacts of these potential confounds on measured neural CRFs, we 437 exclude these target-present trials (25%) from further analyses. 438 439
To examine whether attention induces either response gain, contrast gain, or baseline shifting in 440 the CRF as measured using fMRI and EEG measurements (see details above), we fit a Naka-441
Rushton function to the data as follows. First, we used a bootstrapping procedure to resample 442 subjects with replacement and we computed the averaged response for each contrast level and 443 each attention condition across the resampled subject labels. Then we fit the resampled data (12 444 data points: 2 attention conditions x 6 contrast levels) with the following Naka-
449
The fitting procedure was performed with 8 free parameters: 2 response gain factors (G r ), 2 450 contrast gain factors (G c ), 2 baseline parameters (b c ), and 2 exponents (n); one for each attention 451 condition (attend-stimulus and attend-fixation). We used the MATLAB function "fmincon" to 452 minimize the root mean squared error between the data and the fit function, under a set of 453 constraints. For fMRI fits, G r was restricted to be positive, with a maximum of 5 BOLD Z-score 454 units (univariate analyses) or 5 arbitrary units (multivariate analyses); G c was restricted within 455 the range of 0 to 100 (% contrast), and CRF baseline activity was restricted to an absolute value 456 of 3 BOLD Z-score units (univariate analyses) or 3 arbitrary units (multivariate analyses). For 457 EEG fits, G r was restricted to be within a range of -20 to 20 μV; G c was restricted within the 458 range of 0 to 100 (% contrast), and b c was restricted to be within a range of -6 to 6 μV. For both 459 EEG and fMRI fits, the exponent n was restricted within 0. 
Results

497
Behavior 498
To determine the extent to which measured derived from fMRI and EEG index different aspects 499 of neural activity, we employed both techniques to measure attentional modulations of neural 500
CRFs in the same human subjects performing the same visual spatial attention task under 501 matched stimulus conditions and difficulty levels (Figure 1b) . Across fMRI and EEG recording 502 sessions, seven participants detected a rare incremental change in the contrast of a target (25% of 503 target-present trials) at the fixation point or at the stimulus location (left or right of fixation) 504 following a central color cue. As shown in Figure 1c , behavioral perceptual sensitivity (d') was 505 equated across stimulus contrast levels (0-70% pedestal contrast, equally spaced on a logarithmic 506 scale), attention conditions (attend-fixation vs. attend-stimulus), and measurement modalities 507 (fMRI vs. EEG). To quantify this effect, we first plotted the average response of stimulus-responsive voxels 536 (selected using an independent localizer task) as we manipulated stimulus contrast and spatial 537 attention. We found that that spatial attention induced an additive shift in the fMRI-based CRFs 538 (i.e., attention increases BOLD activity; Figures 2a and 3) , and that this modulation was greatest 539 at the lowest contrast (i.e., when the stimulus was absent). 540 541
To quantify the shape of the CRFs and their modulation with attention, we fit a standard Naka-542
Rushton equation used to derive parameters for the maximum response relative to baseline (the 543 difference between the response at 0% and 100% contrast or R max ), the point at which the 544 response reaches 50% of its maximum relative to baseline (the half-max contrast or C 50 ), and the 545 CRF baseline activity or y-intercept of the CRF (b c , see Materials & Methods: Quantifying 546 contrast response functions). Across contralateral retinotopic early visual ROIs V1, V2/V3 and 547 hV4, attention reliably increased the CRF baseline (b c , resampling tests described in Materials & 548
Methods, all p's ≤ 0.001 across all visual areas, also see Table 1 ). In addition, in these regions 549 we observed a significant attention-induced reduction in R max (resampling tests, all p's < 0.001).
550
Note that this reduced R max was due to the robust increase in the baseline activity of the BOLD 551 CRFs because R max was computed relative to the baseline parameter (b c ), which indexes the 552 degree of attentional modulations of the BOLD response when no stimulus was present. 553
Inspection of CRFs revealed that the amount of attentional modulation per contrast seemed to 554 decrease: attentional modulations were strong at low contrasts, and somewhat weaker at higher 555 contrasts (Figures 2 & 3) . This may be due to saturation of the BOLD response at high contrasts, 556 and is consistent with prior reports (e.g., Pestilli et al, 2011). There were less consistent effects of 557 attention on the other parameters of the CRFs across different visual areas: p-values ranged from 558 0.026-0.914 for C 50 , and p-values ranged from 0.025-0.112 for the exponent n (the steepness of 559 the fit CRF; Figure 3c , resampling tests). 560 561
Multivariate fMRI 562
The univariate analyses focused on the mean response of all voxels responsive to the stimulus 563 locations based on a separate localizer experiment. Previous work has shown that voxels show 564 differential effects of attention based on their preferred position relative to the visual stimulus 565 (Tootell et This method first estimates a fixed encoding model based on an independent set of independent 584 'mapping' data, then based on this best-fit model, computes a mapping from measured voxel 585 space to a modeled information space (visual retinotopic coordinates). The result is a 586 reconstruction of the entire visual field carried by activation patterns on each trial based on the 587 chosen neural encoding model (Figure 4a ). We evaluated changes in these spatial reconstructions 588
by We then used the amplitude parameter (A) of the best fitting surface to generate a CRF based on 604 the reconstructions. Like the univariate fMRI result, we fit each CRF using a Naka-Rushton 605 equation and found that the CRF baseline parameter (b c ) increased with attention in nearly all 606 visual areas (Figures 4b-c , resampling tests, p's < 0.001 for V1, V2/3, and V1-hV4, except that p 607 = 0.310 for hV4, also see Table 2 ). However, attention effects on the other parameters including 608 R max , C 50 , and n were less robust and less consistent across different visual areas: p-values ranged 609 from 0.044-0.946, from 0.311-0.704, and from 0.465-0.753 for R max , C 50 , and n, respectively 610 (also see Table 2 ). Taken together, the univariate and multivariate fMRI analyses provide 611 evidence that attention primarily operates to increase the baseline offset of CRFs (Figure 1a  612 right), and a model-based multivariate assay of information content demonstrates this effect is 613 confined to a change in the signal-to-noise ratio of the stimulus representation, indexed by the 614 amplitude parameter (Buracas and Boynton, 2007 However, the response at the highest contrast was always slightly higher when the stimulus was 626 attended, and this decrease in R max reflects only a shrinking of the dynamic range of the CRF (in 627 large part due to the strong effect of attention at low contrasts in univariate BOLD 628 measurements). to the attend-fixation condition (see Figure 5A left, resampling tests, p = 0.048 and p = 0.021 for 655 R max and C 50 , respectively, also see Table 3 ). However, the b c and n parameters of the SSVEP-656 based CRFs did not differ across attention conditions (resampling tests, p's ≥ 0.479; see also 657 Table 3 ). Note that the SSVEP-based CRFs did not saturate at high contrast levels and these non-658 saturating SSVEP CRFs have previously been observed in prior studies (Kim et al., 2007; 2011; 659 Itthipuripat et al., 2014b) . That said, the attentional modulation we found at the highest contrast 660 level in the SSVEP-based CRFs still stands in contrast to the observed attentional modulations in 661 the BOLD-based CRFs that were more pronounced at 0% and low contrasts (Figures 3-4) . 662 663
Stimulus-evoked ERPs 664
We also observed qualitatively similar results for early stimulus-evoked event-related potentials 6, resampling tests, p's < 0.001 for both of the P1 and LPD, also see Table 3 ). Also, the CRF 669 baseline activity (b c ) of these two ERP components were significantly more negative in the 670 attend-stimulus condition than in the attend-fixation condition (resampling tests, p = 0.014 and p 671 = 0.005 for the P1 and LPD components, respectively, also see Table 3 ). However, note that the 672 direction of these attentional modulations on the CRF baseline parameter was opposite to the 673 polarity of these ERP components and to the direction of contrast modulations, standing in 674 contrast with the fMRI results. We believe this apparent reversal was likely driven by a slow Figure 7) . The other best-fit CRF parameters based 678 on the P1 and LPD components, including the C 50 and n parameters, did not change (resampling 679 tests, p's ≥ 0.298 also see Table 3 ). In addition, while the amplitude of the contralateral visual 680 N1 (150-170 ms) increased as a function of contrast (i.e., became more negative), we observed 681 no attention modulation of any of the CRF parameters (Figure 5d , resampling tests, p's ≥ 0.366, 682 also see Table 3 ). Overall, the results based on stimulus-evoked responses including SSVEP, P1, 683
and LPD provide converging evidence that attention increases the response gain of neural CRFs 684 (Figure 1a, left) . 685 686
This observation that attention results in stronger modulation at higher contrasts supports our 687 speculation above that decreases in R max with attention in univariate BOLD signals (Figure 2 ) 688 may reflect saturation of the BOLD signal at high contrasts. In the same participants at the same 689 level of behavioral performance these evoked EEG signals demonstrate that attention results in 690 stronger visual responses at high contrasts, and these stronger responses are hidden in the 691 equivalent BOLD measurements. 692 693
Late slow-going ERP 694
Discrepancies between fMRI and EEG measures of early stimulus-evoked responses (SSVEP, P1  695 and LPD/P3) left us wondering whether we could find any similarity in attentional modulations 696 of these two methods. We first examined the contralateral slow negative-going wave that 697 emerged ~800-2000 ms after stimulus onset (termed here as the contralateral late negative 698 Consistent with the second prediction, we found that there was an increase in the CRF baseline 711 parameter (b c ) associated with the EEG-based CRF driven by the CLN in occipital electrodes 712 that were contralateral to the attended target ( Figure 5e , resampling test, p < 0.001, also see 713 Table 3 ). This modulation had a selective impact on the CRF baseline parameter, as the R max , C 50 714 and n parameters were not different across attention conditions (resampling tests, p's ≥ 0.764, 715 also see Table 3 ). The present data show that this ERP component also indexes sustained covert 716 spatial attention even in the absence of a stimulus and that the magnitude of attentional 717 modulation was independent of stimulus contrast, consistent with our control over behavioral 718 performance (Figure 1c ). This marker thus exhibits a pattern of additive modulation with 719 attention that is similar in a nature to the pattern of BOLD responses. 720 721
Alpha reduction 722
We also measured the reduction of contralateral posterior alpha activity in the EEG data (10-12 723 Hz) relative to pre-cue baseline (Figure 3e As predicted, we found that CRF baseline activity (b c ) based on post-stimulus alpha amplitude 738 was significantly reduced with attention (resampling test, p = 0.003, also see Table 3 ). However, 739 the other parameters including R max , C 50 , and n did not differ across attention conditions 740 (resampling tests, p's ≥ 0.362, also see Table 3 ). Recently, studies have shown that the 741 topographic patterns of alpha reduction after attention cues and during a working memory delay 742 period contain information about attended and remembered spatial locations even in the absence 743 of continuous sensory input (Sauseng et (Figures 2-4) . However, the effect of attention was largely independent of stimulus 755 contrast, and, if anything, decreased with increasing contrast, consistent with prior results (e.g., 756
Pestilli impacted by visual attention, with greater effects of attention at higher stimulus contrasts 761 (Figures 5a-c) . This is consistent with a 'response gain' mechanism (Figure 1a- one study showed evidence for contrast gain (Li et al., 2008) . We speculate that the contrast gain 787 observed in this study was at least partially influenced by different levels of difficulty across 788 stimulus contrast and attention conditions, which we carefully controlled in the present study 789 (Figure 1c) . We also show that attention-induced baseline shifts in the fMRI-based CRFs were 790 not due to the specific analysis methods applied to the fMRI data because traditional univariate 791 methods that quantify the mean response across all voxels in a visual area and the multivariate 792 IEM yielded similar additive shifts due to attention. In either case, the additive effects of 793 attention on the fMRI-based CRFs are qualitatively different from the response gain that was 794 observed in the SSVEP and ERP measures recorded from the same experimental design and the 795 same participants. 796 797
Interestingly, in some analyses, we observed a decrease in R max -parameterizing gain in neural 798 responses with increasing contrast -when attention was directed towards a stimulus compared to 799 when it was directed towards fixation. Because these decreases in gain always co-occur with 800 increases in baseline, it is likely the case that BOLD saturation at high stimulus contrasts results 801 in a smaller effect of attention for high contrasts than for low contrasts. Additionally, while R max 802 decreases, it is important to note that the measured response at our maximum contrast level 803 (70%) remains larger with attention. 804 805
Variants of computational models based on divisive normalization have previously provided at 806 least two alternative explanations for the shift in baseline activity of the fMRI-based CRFs. First, 807 these baseline shifts could be related to the spatial extent of attention and the spatial extent of the 808 stimulus, with additive shifts most prominent when these two factors are similar in size 809 (Reynolds and Heeger, 2009 from the present study help to reconcile these divergent conclusions and point to differences in 831 the physiological sensitivity of neural recording techniques rather than other task and stimulus 832 parameters. Finally, it is possible that participants' engagement with the task varied across 833 stimulus contrasts, despite equated task difficulty (Fig. 1) 
